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Newsletter of the Brookville Lake Sailing Association

From The Helm— Commodore Scott Webb
Design First — Beneteau First 285 — Hanna Creek, Slip 73
Spring has arrived and we are on the countdown
to the start of the season. It was just two weeks
ago that had our “Winter Social” and here we are
with temperatures in the 60s and 70s and getting
ready to burn our socks.

Commodore Webb

Calendar

Of course this time of year, many of us are
getting ready to start the boat projects we
planned last fall. In October, it seems we have
all the time in the world. All of the sudden, we
are looking at 6 weeks until Hanna Creek
officially opens. With these temps lately, I don’t
see any reason why the Kent’s Harbor folks
aren’t already inviting us out sailing.
Besides thoughts of our own boat projects, the
spring is a busy time for the Board. The
calendars are set, the budgets are adopted, and
the membership drive is in full swing. If you
have not already done so, please stop by the

website and complete your registration/renewal.
As you know, the Board decided to make a small
increase in dues this season, and maybe some of
you are wondering how we make those
decisions.
During our annual budget cycle, the Board looks
at the previous year, budgets versus actual
expenditures, and tries to not increase the
dues. We have been able to keep them the same
over the past few years, as I'm sure you
appreciate.
The club has grown over the past couple years,
adding many new families. The racing program
has been through a transition, and is gaining in
participation, particularly among the new
members. We have expanded our programs, and
eliminated most all of the "pay at the
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door" events, in both in racing result in incremental increases
and social events.
in dues. We try and raise
them rarely, as we are
Also, the club has more (and
sensitive to the competition
better) assets than ever before: for recreational dollars for all
the safety boat, the social
families. The Board felt this
trailer, the grill, the awnings,
was necessary this year, but
etc. Each of these things
hopefully, we can go another 4
requires maintenance, storage, or 5 years before we have to
licensing, insurance, and
do it again.
occasionally,
replacement. We have a small We have a great Board this
capital improvement fund, to year. Returning Board
try and anticipate future
Members include: Vice
replacement expenses, and we Commodore and Membership
try and grow it a little each
year. As an example, our
awnings for the social events
are getting pretty tired, and
two were laid to rest last year.
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myself. (Commodore).
Our new Board Members are:

Nicole Holtkamp, our new
Social Director!
David Forrester, Har bor
Master. Dave has been sailing
Brookville Lake and Hanna
Creek for a couple decades,
and we are happy to have his
input on the Board.

It’s going to be a fun season.
We have a great racing
program, and lots of new
people have expressed interest
in giving it a try. We have
clinics on anchoring and
racing, and a full social
I am delighted to include some calendar.
representation from our new
families in BLSA, with the
So… my message “from the
helm” again this year is is Get
Involved. Try racing one
weekend this year. We always
need additional hands for
Social events, and it’s a great
way to meet people. Attend a
clinic, or simply ask for
advice. Invite people to sail
with you. This is a great club,
addition of Matt Cunningham full of wonderful people.
Send in your membership
form and let’s get the season
started.

In addition to our operating
and reserve budgets, we have
also held fundraisers every
couple years or so for a special Chairman Tim Fry;
project. I am sure you
remember our campaign to get
the small boat dock built,
funded through special events,
and the silent auction at the
annual banquet. Similarly, we
are trying to create a new
social area on the docks, and
this year's silent auction
proceeds are earmarked
specifically for this
Racing Director John Slawter;
project. We haven't spent any
money on this yet, so we do in
fact have a bit of money in the
bank as we get estimates for
materials for the project.
and Nelson Mead, as our
communications coordinator
There is no one thing that has
and treasurer, respectively.
made us increase the dues, but
as always, incremental
And taking on the biggest job
increases in our expenses
Secretary John Clark, and
within the organization is
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In Memoriam
BLSA has lost another beloved friend and one of our founding members.
Jack E. Warndorf, September 30, 1939 - February 19, 2016. Jack was married to
Roberta (Bert) and father to Tracy and Brent.
Bill Beglin - As most know, J ack was one of BLSA's founding member s and
was an active member and racer for a number of years. Whenever you saw him
coming to race on his San Juan 21 you knew it was going to be a lot tougher to win
that day. Jack was the guy to beat for a number of years and became club champion
in 2000, 2006 & 2007 during times when the club had very competitive racing.
One of the hallmarks of those that have mastered racing is their graciousness in
victory and humbleness in defeat. Jack always seemed to exhibit these post-race
attributes while still maintaining a fiercely competitive spirit on the race course.
Sharon Hughes – My gr eatest r acing memor y is not winning the club championship, it’s the day Chr is and I actually
crossed the finish line ahead of Jack! And Jack was almost as pleased as we were, or at least put up a good front. He wasn’t out
every weekend, and we’d groan internally when we saw him show up because we knew we wouldn’t be first. We were always
glad to see him, though, as he was such a fine man and a great sport.
Walter Frank - J ack's passing is sad par t of the passing of the or iginal BLSA. Unfor tunately his illness meant that some
of the newer members likely did not have a chance to know Jack. When it came to sailing Jack was one of the most competitive
sailors I have ever met. Jack was a champion swimmer in high school and for a time at Miami. Not only was he competitive
but an outstanding sailor as others who are more knowledgeable like Paul Hemker can attest. I crewed for several years for Jack
on his San Juan and he (I can't say we) usually won--flat out--despite the San Jan having a higher PHRF than most of the boats
in the race. As crew you did not want to make a mistake or be slow. Off the lake Jack was one of the nicest people you would
ever want to meet. He was a very thoughtful and caring person. One of the blessings I am sure made his last days better was
being surrounded by such a great family. In my imagination I see my beloved late friends Jack, Duff, and Fred sailing and
having discussions that solve the world's problems. In an age of contention they were an
example of how people of different views can be the best of friends.
Paul Hemker - Her e is the best testimonial I can think of for J ack. Two falls ago, we
spent most of a day in really unpleasant weather (cold, wet and variable wind) with Beth
Forst. We had arranged to spend some time sailing an FD (Flying Dutchman) and having her
take some pictures for inspiration for one of her impressionist paintings. Jack had brought
one of his powerboats up so after sailing her around for an hour or so, we sent her out in the
duck boat and we sailed the FD. Jack said he wouldn't go out on the wire (he knows I tend to
get crews wet) so I became crew. Beth sent a disk of some of her pictures and Bert (Jack’s
wife) used one in her funeral home collages. I got the painting a couple of days before Jack
died so he never saw it. This really captures what it was like to sail with Jack.
Jack was a very competitive guy who won swimming meets in his younger days. At least till
his father suggested that back in those dark ages, swimmers weren't paid a lot of money, so Jack got into the printing business to
pay for his hobbies and raising a family. Bert and Jack raised Tracy and Brent and used their San Juan 21 as a floating crib to
avoid baby sitters. As most people know, Jack was always competitive and was probably the best unknown sailor around the
area. He loved tinkering with all his boats that included Sunfish, FD and the San Juan. "Sail fast and smart". If he didn't say
that as his motto, it should have been. In addition to sailing, Jack was a serious hunter and many people will remember his
venison chili. He also loved fishing and duck hunting.
Jack was a serious competitor even in his illness. Most of us would have given up much earlier and without all his enthusiasm
for life, he probably would have too. I'll sure miss him. Thanks for all the training and good times Jack.
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Nicole Holtkamp — Down Payment — Hunter 23 — Hanna Creek, Slip 47

At the beginning of March, the club hosted the annual Winter Social. As I walked around Trinity Pub, it was great to hear of
stories from years past. But, the highlight of the evening was listening to the excitement as each member talked about what new
“thing of a bob” or “widget” they got over the off season, their to-do list for the spring cleaning, or anticipated racing strategies.

We are preparing for a great season on the lake, and I look forward to being a part of it all. Now, it is time to get back to the
lake. Please join me for the Sock Burning on April 2 nd, at noon at Kent’s Harbor Fire Ring. Please RSVP at
blsa.news@gmail.com.
NEW this year!
Nicole has produced refrigerator magnets that show the BLSA
Social Calendar. Re-new your membership to get one.

Spring Maintenance
Bill Beglin shared a link to a helpful article
published by BoatUS. BoatUS is a great resource
for expert information on sailing and sailboats.
Use the following link or go to www.BoatUS.com
and search for “Maintaining Sailboat Winches”:
http://www.boatus.com/magazine/2016/february/
maintaining-sailboatwinches.asp#.VrI572UQs38.email
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John Slawter — Uno Mass — S2 7.9 — Hanna Creek, Slip 71

It was great to see everyone at the BLSA winter social! Our schedule is set and we are all starting to think about the upcoming
sailing season. For many, that means thinking about racing. Over the years, we have continued to improve the racing program,
moving from a season long series to a spring and a fall series to a regatta format last year. The goal, as always, is to encourage
participation. This year, we will adjust our sails again, maintaining the regatta format and awarding the very popular “brag
flags” each week but also scoring the entire season as a series to name our club champion.
I received a lot of feedback from many of you, including those that race all the time as well as some that have tried a few times
but aren’t comfortable and some that are giving serious thought to trying for the first time. Across the board, the consistent
theme was education. The frequent fliers would like additional training on the racing rules of sailing, the part timers would like
to improve with starting strategies and crew training, and the first-timers need confidence with terms, points of sail, and basic
rights of way.
We are planning several educational opportunities this year and I hope you will take advantage of them. The most noticeable
one will be this newsletter. I will include an instructional section in each one ranging from basic terms and rules to boat
handling and tactics. On May 21, we will have our annual racing seminar with shore based training on rules and rights of way
as well as on the water practice. Additionally, I added two novice racing seminars, one on June 5 th and one on July 10th. I will
be asking experienced racers to leave their boats at the dock and serve as mentors on boats of new racers. We will cover the
basics of getting around the racecourse and some tips to sail fast. The goal is to ease new racers into the sport in a nonthreatening environment, with only a few other boats on the water and skippers at the same level of experience.
The racing season will start a little later than usual to give everyone time to get their boats in the water and shake the cobwebs
out of sails that have been stored for the last 6 months. There will be 10 regattas, starting with the Clean Bottom Regatta on
June 4th. Strictly Sail’s Family Day is back again this year on June 11 and will include a “learn to sail” program for kids. This
year, the Pig Regatta will be a stand-alone, event. It will not be scored in the series for the club championship but will be open
to boats outside of BLSA.
I am looking forward to seeing everyone back on the water and I am really looking forward to seeing you on the racecourse!

Mutated gene being blamed for urge to sail
Published on April 1, 2016
|
Geneva, Switzerland (April 1, 2016) – Scientists announced that they’ve identified a mutated
gene they believe is responsible for the compulsive urge to sail.
The so-called “da Gama” mutation, named after the famed Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama, was discovered by a team of
Oxford University geneticists attempting to isolate “miscreant” genes in a group of compulsive gamblers. It was during an
informal round-table discussion that lead-scientist Hugo Fefferton, Jr., himself a Thistle sailor, and a recovering problembaccarat player, discovered that nearly 80% of the study’s participants were also sailors.
A quick series of tests revealed a rare mutation to gene A-B-A-C-Finish, which is now believed to be a primary driver of the
constant urge to sail.
“While we are obviously disappointed that we’re no closer to understanding problem gambling,” Fefferton, Jr., said, “we are
thrilled to have discovered the da Gama mutation.”
Fefferton, Jr. believes this discovery has significant economic benefits. “Employees that sail are highly inefficient, spending
notable time reading online sailing news, or just thinking about boats. Now that we’ve identified the mutation we can create
drug therapies that will specifically target the mutation, and hopefully stifle the urge to sail.”
Fefferton, Jr. is already considered a front-runner for the Nobel Prize in genetics. Pushing hardest for this commendation is the
group STAB (Stop Talking About Boats), comprised mostly of disgruntled spouses of sailors.
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Sailing Lingo - What the heck are you talking about?
This is the first in a series of instructional articles designed to demystify sailboat racing. Some articles will be very basic and
some will be more specific to racing. I hope you enjoy them and if you have any topics you would like to see covered, please let
me know!
Sailboat parts – just like any language, immersion is the only way to be fluent. Once we finally get back to our boats, do your
best to use the correct terms and, over time, it will become second nature. This isn’t even close to exhaustive, but it’s a great
start.

A couple of hints:
Halyards – lines that raise a sail, ie. main halyard, jib halyard, or spinnaker halyard
Sheets – lines used to trim a sail, ie. main sheet , genoa sheet, or jib sheet. However, the less formal names can also be used:
the main sheet is often referred to as “the main” and the genoa sheets or jib sheets are referred to as “the sheets.”
Sail parts – the head of the sail makes sense, but which corners are the clew and the tack? The best way to remember is that you
put a tack into a corkboard at a right angle.
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I thought this might be an interesting submission for the Tales from the Sea section. Although there is no active mention of me,
I served as crew (jib trim/navigator) aboard the Navy 44 Tenacious mentioned in the blog.
I remember the encounter very well. The seas were steep and choppy, and we were forced to navigate a narrow channel (about
100 yards wide) between an underwater shoal and an island to reach the start. Abilyn (the vessel we assisted) was having a
clearly difficult time making headway through the rough seas. It was a proud moment to be able to assist Abilyn and the
encounter offered many lessons that were good to learn.
THURSDAY, JULY 30—THE AROUND LONG ISLAND REGATTA
A race around the largest and longest island in the contiguous United States, the course takes competitors 190 miles around the
island, with an ocean start and finish in Long Island Sound. When we arrived in south Brooklyn, we immediately got the boat
race ready, including rigging up all three reef lines as we were expecting 25-30 knots at the start. But first we had to get to the
start.
Leaving the mooring field, the serenity of the light zephyrs in front of the yacht club gave way to a brick wall of breeze--25
knots right on the nose. Coincidentally, we were able to make only 2.5 knots speed over ground with the 2.5 hp short-shaft
Yamaha outboard hanging off Abilyn's transom. We needed to maintain 2 knots SOG to get to the starting line on time, four
miles away. No rush.
But as we headed toward open ocean, to an area of the bay not shielded by Rockaway Point and its southwestern breakwater, we
were met with steep 3-5 foot waves. Our SOG dropped to under a knot, and the water intake on the outboard regularly surfaced
out of the water causing the engine to scream bloody murder. Our start was in two hours, but the starting line was now more
than four hours away. I was visibly frustrated, not because of our current predicament, but because it could have been avoided
if we simply arrived at the boat earlier in the day; after all, we knew the breeze around the time of the start would be on the nose
coming out of Sheepshead Bay.
With the boat not making much headway, we seemed to have only two options: Hoist the main and try to short-tack the narrow
channel lined by a beach on one side and a reef on the other, or reverse course and take a much longer route out of Sheepshead
Bay, but one that we likely could
sail. We chose option three--attempting
to flag down a bigger boat for a tow.
A few boats that passed by us did just
that, passed by us, without even an
acknowledgment that we needed
assistance. One boat that we flagged
down was comprised of sailors that know
something about assisting others in need-the sailors aboard Tenacious, representing
the U.S. Naval Academy. After they
accepted our request, we maneuvered
close enough to receive a tow line, and
then secured the tow line to Abilyn's
mast.
Tenacious engaged and began pulling us through the nasty sea state. We were getting slammed with green water while trying to
steer just off Tenacious' aft starboard quarter. But within an hour, and about 45 minutes before the gun, we had arrived in the
starting area, had our sails up, and were checked in at the RC boat. I was overwhelmed by the Navy sailors' exhibition of
Corinthian spirit, not to mention skill and patience in such difficult conditions. And what luck to have Navy sailors nearby
when we needed assistance!
I hope all is well.
Conor Hickey
Grandson of Frank Kadell, skipper of J/24 Lily Pad
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Communications Matt Cunningham — Moonshadow — Catalina 22 — Hanna Creek
Communication: Reaching Out and Reaching In
Hello BLSA sailors! I’m looking forward to serving the club as your new communications coordinator.
For those of you I haven’t yet met, I’ll start with the important things: my spouse and my boat. My wife, Angela, and I joined the
club last year after seeing a flyer at Strictly Sail for the May family day. I grew up sailing dinghies and beach cats on the
Rappahannock River in Virginia, so our Catalina 22 is my first adventure in “big boat” sailing. We have deeply appreciated the
warm welcome you all extended to us last season, and I see volunteering for a board position as a chance to say “thank you” for
inviting us into your sailing family.
In terms of my communication skills, I’ve been making a living as a writer and editor in various forms for more than a decade,
so this is truly a chance to put my core skillset to work for the good of the club.
So what can you expect from me? I have two areas of focus for BLSA communications that I’ll be pursuing in 2016:
On the internal communication side of things, I want to make it easy for you to connect with other club members who can help
make your sailing experience more enjoyable. Maybe that means having an easy way to recruit crew when you’re short-handed
on a blustery day. Maybe it means helping you connect with others to set up an informal cookout on a non-social-event
weekend. Our social connections with each other are a big part of what gives the club its energy, and I want to help make it
easier for like-minded members to connect with new friends and stay in touch with old friends. Let me know what connections
would be helpful for you, and I’ll work on making it easy to make them happen.
External communication is another area where I’m hoping to have an impact this year. I suspect everyone reading this is used to
hearing non-sailing friends say “I didn’t even realize you could sail a boat that big in the Midwest.” I want to make it easier for
us to share the images and stories that capture the joy of our sport with the non-sailors we know. Who knows how many of our
coworkers and friends have been secretly wishing they could do what we do, not knowing it’s totally within their reach? Again,
I’m here to turn ideas into action, so let me know if you have thoughts or ideas about this topic, and we’ll make something
happen.
The warm weather and sailable lake levels can’t come soon enough. I’m itching to get out on the water, and I suspect I’m not the
only one who feels that way. As we all wait with more and more excitement for the season to start, stay in touch with me at
mcunningham78@gmail.com, and expect to hear from me in turn as I start trying out some new ways for us to connect. Not all
of them will “knock it out of the park,” but I’m hopeful that I’ll introduce some useful and fun things to share with you in the
near future.

BLSA Annual Sock Burning
Saturday, April 2nd @ Noon
Kent’s Harbor Fire Ring
Bring your socks to burn, drinks and
chairs, the club will provide the rest.
Please RSVP to BLSA.News@gmail.com by 3/30/16.
Newsletter Editor

Sharon Hughes — Heron— O’day 23 — Hanna Creek, Slip 46

